progressplus improves business efficiency for ritherdon and co.

sheet metal work

Ritherdon and Company was founded over 100 years ago and for half of this
time has been operating out of the Lancashire town of Darwen, supplying quality
sheet metal work both locally and nationwide.
The company specialises in manufacturing enclosures and control panel metalwork, particularly for the electricity distribution industry, but also numbers many
other nationally recognised names among its customers.
It is now the largest supplier of steel domestic meter boxes and meter box
refurbishment units to the UK's regional electricity companies as well as
supplying control and regulator boxes to many other electrical and electronic
outlets.
The company had determined that their existing production control software
needed to be replaced and after evaluating several different packages they
selected ProgressPlus.
"We selected ProgressPlus as we could see the potential for accessing
information much quicker than the previous system allowed," said Brian
Derbyshire, general manager at Ritherdon. "ProgressPlus is very intuitive and
easy to use and lets users move between different areas of the system very
quickly with just one or two mouse clicks."

"progressplus has improved
our efficiency and enabled
us to deal with our customers
more effectively."

"We were able to achieve immediate benefits from ProgressPlus as our staff
were able to use ProgressPlus immediately and without the need for lengthy
training. Everybody in the company now has more time to do other things rather
than getting tied down with administration tasks because of the way information
can be quickly found in ProgressPlus."
"For example, ProgressPlus Today brings all the various parts of day-to-day
business activity into a single screen saving us time and effort in collating
information we need to run the business more effectively."
"Overall ProgressPlus has improved our efficiency and enabled us to deal with
our customers more effectively."
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